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SEASON 5 NOW IN FULL SWING!
WINDHOEK LAGER INTERNATIONAL PAIRS SOUTH AFRICA is open to
all amateur golfers with an official handicap index.
A series of club qualifying events are held throughout South Africa at
clubs who enter.
Confirm with your club that they have registered for club qualifying
event/s. If not, get them to do so and offer you, their member, the
opportunity to possibly play in this year’s final.

Clubs who have not entered yet, can do
so at www.wlipsa.co.za or contact us at
ds@asmgolf.com OR on 081 378 9817.

DON’T DELAY, PLAN
YOUR CLUB QUALIFYING
EVENTS ASAP TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT
FOR YOUR MEMBERS.

COMPETITION
CALLAWAY GOLF
BAG UP FOR GRABS!
Question: Who is the Headline sponsor
of the Windhoek Lager International
Pairs South Africa golf event.
*Send your answer with your email address,
mobile number and club where you are a member
to competitions@teeandsandwedges.co.za
*By entering our competition you give permission to receive
communication from Tee and Sandwedges and ASM Golf.
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YOU AND YOUR
GOLFING PARTNER
COULD BE ON YOUR
WAY TO INTERNATIONAL
PAIRS WORLD FINALS
2020 IN PORTUGAL...

ENTER NOW!
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GROUND BREAKING ROYAL
To the thousands of golfers in South Africa, the noun “Royal” has always been sufficient to
conjure up visions of what could be described as a golfing nirvana. For both serious and
less proficient players, Royal Johannesburg & Kensington Golf Club, with its two superb
golf courses, iconic clubhouse and innovative management team, is just about as good
as it gets.
It is difficult to imagine a better positioned Club, where visitors are welcome. The Club is
just 15 minutes drive from OR Tambo, with easy access to highways and a stone throw
from Sandton central. Nestled among the beautiful suburb of Linksfield North, is a hidden
retreat in the heart of Johannesburg, yet seemingly far away from the hustle and bustle of
city life. From East to West you walk in the footsteps of golfing icons, bird calls and rustling
leaves on the trees are the only sounds that break the silence. One could be a world away
from the frantic pace of life in South Africa’s economic hub. It is rare to find a Club with
such rich history, steeped in tradition that has not only successfully embraced innovation
but exceeded
expectations
and standards
far beyond.
Instead of resting on its established name and place in the market, the Board, management, staff
and membership of the Club have continued to excel. Under the leadership of C.E.O, Christopher
Bentley (PGASA National Club Manager of the Year), Royal continues to set new trends and
industry standards, spoken about at 19th holes across the globe. The Club’s reputation over the
past 5 years has been significantly amplified, with its East Championship Course racking up some
serious international awards. The East Championship Course was voted the best course in South
Africa and the best course in Africa for the second consecutive year at the 2019 World Golf Awards
ceremony held in Abu Dhabi. This, alongside being named course of the year by the prestigious
Luxury Travel Guide.
The East Course, is considered the
“Big Brother” of the two courses and has
some serious championship credentials,
having hosted just about any championship
worth mentioning in South Africa, including 9 SA Open Championships and 11 Joburg Opens. It will be at this iconic
venue that the AON South African Amateur Championships will break new ground in February, when for the first time
in the history of golf in South Africa, the men’s and women’s amateurs will be played simultaneously and will be run
as a commercial event. It is difficult to imagine a better set up and venue for the world’s best amateurs to compete.
The club will host this landmark event for the next three years.
‘We are tremendously excited to bring the AON SA Amateur Championship Week to Royal Johannesburg and
Kensington Golf Club. In many ways, this will be a week-long celebration of the unification of amateur golf in South
Africa, as we bring the various governing bodies together while enjoying seeing our top golfers play for the biggest
titles in the amateur game’ said, GolfRSA CEO Grant Hepburn.
Women’s Golf South Africa, President Sally Greasley applauded the announcement last year. ‘We welcome the
decision to combine the men’s and women’s SA Amateur Championships at Royal Johannesburg and Kensington
for three years, starting in 2020. We anticipate that the earlier date will encourage stronger international participation
in the women’s event, particularly those players coming out of their northern hemisphere winter to come and play
golf under our warm sunny skies.’
The Club has further broadened its offerings by adding a fully-fledged inbound and outbound travel department,
the first of its kind at a golf club in South Africa. This also includes utilising the facility beyond its traditional means
with daily activities such as sunrise yoga and adventure night runs. Future projects include a R700m property
development on the outskirts of each course, clubhouse enhancements that include a family centre, kids club and
fitness centre and the much anticipated renovation to the West Course gets underway in June this year.
‘This is a very proud moment for us, as we launch the first phase of our property developments. Royal is a place
where history and tradition meet modern hospitality and this underlines our commitment to excellence, which is at
the heart of everything we do.
We will welcome residents to a lifestyle of uncompromised luxury - this while creating a lifetime of memories. Centered around our famous clubhouse and Bell Tower,
residents will not only enjoy our award-winning golf courses but also extraordinary hospitality, attention to detail and an abundance of amenities for the entire family’. said
Alan Field, Club Chairman.
Bentley, who unapologetically insists on diligent attention to detail, sublime hospitality and driving innovation,
makes it clear that his enthusiastic team make every effort to ensure the ‘Royal Experience’ is enjoyed by every
member and guest. It is very obvious that the management of the Club fully appreciate the importance of delivering
facilities beyond expectations but insist none of it is possible without the memorable hospitality to its patrons.
‘Key components to the Club’s success in recent years, has been the establishment of a collective vision, the
implementation of a modern constitution with a Board structure. This with the foresight to cement our Club amongst
the best facilities and experiences in the world. We dream big and perhaps the most telling indication of a Club
succeeding, is in its willingness to evolve and adapt. None of which is possible without an incredible team of staff
and service providers that are driven to deliver’ said Bentley.
Discard any thoughts of a grand
old course with snooty members,
inaccessible to the public, and think
rather of a progressive, responsive member driven Club that has embraced change in all its forms
without sacrificing on any of its standards. What Royal has achieved in recent times is nothing less
than remarkable.
As 2020 commences, the dawn of a new year brings new opportunities and for Royal to showcase
its abundant offering, continued innovation, new standards and a golf experience that is the envy
of Clubs almost everywhere. As the Club continues to add significant value to its subscription
and gears to welcome its residents, the business aims to close membership by 2023. For anyone
looking to find a golfing home in Johannesburg, the country’s most progressive golfing facility,
Royal Johannesburg & Kensington Golf Club should be the first name on the list.
www.royaljk.co.za | membership@royaljk.co.za | bookings@royaljk.co.za #TheRoyalExperience
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KEEPING UP
WITH THE JONES’
Tee and Sandwedges wish you all a very happy, prosperous and successful 2020 with wonderful golf.
Well the crazy season is over and we can all get back to some sort of normality. Don’t forget that from 1 January 2020 new rules and course ratings came into effect.
You can access the R & A web site for the new rules.
As we write this column the SA Open is scheduled to get underway at the end of the week and it is fantastic to have all our top South African golfers participating.
With South Africa being fortunate to have the most beautiful golf courses, hotels and bush getaways it is a great idea to support the South African travel Industry. The Bonanza Golf
Course in Zambia is building a 250 room hotel and this could make it a very desirable golfing destination week. We are planning golf tours to Dubai and midnight golf is going
to be something to enjoy and a way to beat the heat.
We have started with our promotion calendar for 2020 and our first event is at Champagne Sports Resort 4 – 8 April 2020. We are also planning an event to a new venue
situated just 20 minutes from East London. These details should be in our February 2020 issue.
The wonderful news is that the Women’s Sunshine Tour gets underway on 29 January with more events and more money. The schedule is below. It would be wonderful for South
African golfers to go and support our Pros.
Happy golfing and see you on the tee!

2020 SUNSHINE LADIES TOUR SCHEDULE

Allan Jones

29 – 31 January
Cape Town Ladies Open
King David Mowbray Golf Club
Prizemoney: R200 000

4 – 6 February
SuperSport Ladies Challenge presented by Sun International
Gary Player Country Club & Lost City Golf Club at Sun City
Prizemoney: R400 000

14 – 16 February
Dimension Data Ladies Pro-Am
George Golf Club & Outeniqua Course at Fancourt
Professional Prizemoney: R600 000 / Pro-Am Prizemoney: R100 000

19 – 21 February
South African Women’s Masters
San Lameer Country Club
Prizemoney: R200 000

22-23 February
Canon Serengeti Par 3 Challenge
Serengeti Estate Par 3 Course
Professional Prizemoney: R150 000 / Team Calcutta
Prizemoney: minimum R50 000

26 – 28 February
Joburg Ladies Open
Soweto Country Club
Prizemoney: R500 000

4 – 6 March
Jabra Ladies Classic
Glendower Golf Club
Prizemoney: R600 000

14 – 16 March
Investec South African Women’s Open
Westlake Golf Club
Prizemoney: R200 000

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL:
All advertisements and editorial published by Tee and Sandwedges are subject to the following terms and conditions:
•
Whilst every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information in this magazine, neither the Editor, Publisher or Owners can be held responsible for damages or
consequences arising from any errors or omissions. We accept articles and pictures for submission by our advertisers, sponsors, contributors and readers.
•
Any article or photograph will be used at the Publishers discretion. To send a prospective article or picture email: info@teeandsandwedges.co.za.
•
All rights are reserved.
•
No part of the publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or be transferred in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical without prior written consent of
the Publisher / owner of Tee and Sandwedges publication.
•
We reserve the right to print or edit articles at our discretion and Tee and Sandwedges cannot be held responsible for any omissions or inaccuracies which may arise.
•
Whilst we take every reasonable precaution to deal with only ethical advertisers neither Tee and Sandwedges publication nor its Editor, Publisher or any Agent/Employee
are responsible for any loss, harm or damage arising out of or contributed to as a result of any transaction entered into pursuant to any advertisement, editorial, classified or
promotion appearing in the publication. Its remains the consumers responsibility to check the credentials of all advertisers with whom they are palnning to do business with.
Response to advertising is not guaranteed.
•
Tee and Sandwedges can not guarantee that copies are available throughout the month as distribution points run out of copies on a regular basis..
•
Tee and Sandwedges reserves the right to alter, vary, shorten or omit any advertisement, article or letter to the editor and will not be held liable for any failure to publish an
advertisement or for any errors whatsoever.
•
Tee and Sandwedges assumes no financial responsibility for errors or omissions or failures to publish / deliver on specific dates.Typographical errors, which do not lessen the
effectiveness of the adverts will not receive any credits.
Do you want to promote your product to the active golfer in South Africa? Tee and Sandwedges is a national, free golf publication available at golf clubs, golf resorts,
golf estates, driving ranges and golf retail stores. 96% of our newspapers are physically delivered to the outlets by our distributors. Find our rate card on our website.

PLEASE CONTACT US SHOULD YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE WITH TEE AND SANDWEDGES
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EXPERIENCED?
Those attracted to the game as a career get willing assistance
from those with years of experience. Not just a single mentor
For to-day’s generation of Golf Directors, “Experience” is the but a mentor for each aspect of the game. The young Golf
name of the game. Your Golf, from arrival to departure, must Director calls upon this network to ensure all aspects of his
be an experience to make you proud of your club. Not just the “business” are manged in the best fashion.
championship fairways and perfectly manicured greens, but
your reception at Security, Club House, Pro-Shop and thru A symbiotic relationship with suppliers should be developed.
the game to refreshments and the 19th. They want you to feel The club must not just order from suppliers but build
relationships to run activations; drive engagement, ensuring
like the star attraction of the day!
the brands and members receive benefit. Associating with
This is the vision and energy that young Golf Directors are brands that share your values and status add value to the
bringing to your game. They have extensive knowledge, have Event and Membership.
been supported and mentored by the best and now want to
use that knowledge and understanding to give you players This is not just restricted to suppliers of golf equipment
a more complete golf experience. They want to “up” the as many other suppliers see golfers as their customers, or
potential customer, and want to engage. Take Tiger Woods
excitement of your round of golf.
as an example “Monster Energy” has been branding Woods’s
These guys are willing to network, share and collaborate, to bag since 2016. We are seeing more and more Corporate
bring you a TV style experience. They are not in competition Brands associating with Golf as they see the value in being a
with each other; they believe there are enough golfers to go part of this beautiful game.
round. They do not fear losing their home golfers, but rather
collude to give you the sort of experience you envy when A Non-Executive Committee
We all know that a camel is a horse designed by a committee,
watching the Majors.
that too many cooks spoil the broth.
Avoiding these dilemmas requires that the committee play a
And how are they to achieve this?
non-executive role; they must not get involved in the day to
day operations. Rather they have a policymaking, planning
and an overseeing role, to ensure all activities are geared
towards member benefit.
YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHIN’ YET!

Following engagement with all stakeholders (including the
members), the committee must decide on:
• Capex Spend
• How to improve the Facilities and use thereof.
• How to protect the principal features of the course.
• A long term plan that grows the club whilst remaining
loyal to the Club’s Constitution.
This may require changes where the benefits are not
immediately obvious to the members.
However delivering benefit will progressively win all members
over and soon they will be asking “What can I do?” How can
I help?”
The Director being given autonomy to deliver on the decisions
of the committee, is the basis of success.
Drive Consumer Behaviour
The current trend is for kids to drive consumer behaviour.
Entertain the kids and the parents follow. However this is
solely aimed at getting feet through the door. Over and above
this the Golf Director must make the golfer feel special and
get maximum value from their visit.
Golf Director Darrin Hedley explains:

Considerations in achieving this are:

Know where you are and where you want to be.
The start point is your Club;

Without knowing what the Club has to offer, visitors cannot
know what to look forward to. They must look for nothing.
Whether a Country Club, Estate or small town club, you are Rather they must be welcomed and seamlessly guided to the
Club facilities that will be of interest to them. Make them feel
just on different paths to the same goal.
at home, getting value for spend.
What is the Clubs principal character?
What do its members take pride in?
Similarly the Club must exhibit the values, integrity, service
What is its inherent potential?
levels that they wish the members and guests to adhere to.
Members buy into the Constitution of the club.
Identify the core character of your club, what makes it This is all part of shaping behaviour.
different from others and build on that.
The same principle applies for a golfers experience The Team
Perception may say golfers want a low cost, easy course, but must be fully prepared, provide leadership, guide people.
ask where they would like their best round to be and they will Control the engagement.
choose a difficult challenging course. Ask what is on their In this way the whole day runs smoothly and the Golfers are
all having a good time, from start to finish. The experience
wish list to play and it will be an exclusive Golf Course.
So the Golf Director must decide to where can he elevate the the Golf Director wants them to have. An experience that will
bring them back, and be spoken off to their friends.
club and still attract the right demand.
With this understanding of the Club, realistic goals can be set
as to what can be achieved. The Committee must be strong
and confident in their goals. Most Clubs have an average
membership age in the early 50s, so there will be long time
members who challenge the initiatives. The Committee must
engage and interact to maintain the confidence and look after
these members, yet remain resolute and “take the bullets” to
drive change for the longevity of the game.

For some golfers stroke play is everything, but there are other
formats that require a different approach to the game. When did
you last play Foursomes? This format helps you learn the true
nature of team work and competition. You don’t know what you
are missing, but your Golf Director does. Let him guide your
experience and expose you to what the game has to offer.

Opportunity is seen to have people regularly playing 9 holes during
the week, either early morning or late afternoon. This is current
behaviour, many people are already leaving home early or late to
Golf has evolved into a business.
The young Golf Director of to-day has had the advantage of avoid traffic. Let them play golf.
a PGA education and support from fellow members of the Perhaps have their business meeting after the 9 holes or head to the
course for 9 holes on a Friday afternoon. Why not try this yourself?
Association. Not just in golf but in all aspects of business.
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PGA members have a wealth of knowledge. They are fully
willing to share this extensive knowledge, which spans all
aspects of the game and business of golf. Mentorship is
given willingly within the Golfing community, not in a formal
manner but by example and giving advice.

Engage and interact with all Club Members. There are many
strong and different personalities. Listening and talking to all
helps smooth out the differences, promote a strong networking
environment and creates a more harmonious Club.

Create excitement within the Club by making communications
special and personal. Always use the club branding and word
the communication professionally. Send out invitations to an
Event with an RSVP, rather than ask members to complete an
application form.
Typically there is too much emphasis on pushing youngsters to
become Pros. Rather attract them to the game, foster a love
for the game and they will be a golfer for life. The intake of the
younger player is needed.
Initiatives such as these help create the desired behaviour for
the club, as members respond in the same fashion they have
been treated.
Golf is a Lifestyle!
A Commitment to High Standards.
A finely manicured course is now an expectation, not a niceto-have.
The Green Keeper must walk the course every week, attending
to every issue. Bunkers must be pristine, such that the players
want to keep them that way!
Most of the Golf Courses in South Africa can look every bit as
good as those overseas courses seen on TV. Close up they
might even be better.
The course is no doubt, the most important determinant of the
player’s experience. A well set-up Golf course, such as clear
Penalty Areas and optional drop zones etc, speeds up play
as well as making for a more pleasurable guided experience.
Players respect the effort that has been put into achieving that
standard and, in turn, treat the course with the same respect.
Identify Heroes in the Club.
Perhaps the Golf captain runs a school that readily accepts new
members. Make use of this and introduce new members to the
Heroes. This makes it easy for them to become assimilated.
Interactwith your members to know who is playing well and who
is struggling, so you may be able to give ideas, recommended
lessons or equipment changes. The Personal Touch.
Hosting Pro-am Events, such as the PGA ProAms and Sunshine
Tour Events, brings keen avid amateurs. They not only speak
of the course, but also the complete experience; Security
arrangements for access, the welcome, the course, food and
drink etc. Giving the golfer a first-hand experience of what you
have to offer. Membership immediately starts to increase along
with the number of visitors. The Pros will give it a good reference
for any CEO wishing to host a golf day. They become champions
for your course. Successful Events also grow the game in SA.
Social media has its place, but does not grow membership. The
strongest advertising tool is “Word of Mouth”.
It is that easy!
Our Young Golf Directors have the Passion, Energy and Knowhow; we just need to rally behind them.
Enjoy the experience, embrace the Lifestyle.

- PHIL CONNOLLY

Darrin Hedley
AAA Member of the PGA of SA
Certified TD and Rules Official
Born Dundee Natal where he first discovered his love of golf and
ability to play the game.
In Dundee he also found the mentors and support to enable him to
pursue a career in Golf.
Darrin then moved to Johannesburg and furthered his education
at Damelin, by studying Hotel Management and Golf Directorship.
He apprenticed under Ed Holding and was the Golf Manager at
Dainfern Country Club.
Darrin was a Corporate Accounts Manager at G4S and then
promoted to Business Development Manager. He was recognised
as a “Rising Star” by the Standard Bank rising star awards in
2015, for Transport, Logistics and Supply Chain.
Darrin was Commercial Manager for the PGA of SA under the
guidance of Ivano Ficalbi, which reignited his love for the game
and desire to promote and grow the game.
Highlights of that career include:
Represented Northern Natal at Junior and Senior level
Qualified to play in the:
- BMG Classic
- Eye of Africa PGA Champs
Sunshine Tour Events
Darrin constantly works on his game to achieve a lifelong dream
of qualifying and playing in the SA Open
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2020 NEW
YEAR’S NOT TOO!

BY: JOHN DICKSON

Here we are in 2020. What resolutions have you made and
what golf goals and dreams have you set? We start the year
with great intensions of making this year better than the last.
Hope fully we are wiser and can make this happen.
Here are four things in golf we had better not do. Basically
myths that hold us back.
1. Keep your Head Down. This is the King of Myths. Golfers
get into major difficulties when they over do this common
instruction. Keeping your head down in the golf swing can
limit your shoulder turn on the backswing and definitely
stops a free flowing balanced follow through. So rather try
letting your head go WITH the ball and the club head as you
make contact with the ball.
2. Keep your Left Arm Straight. This is also a big myth as
keeping your left arm straight is physically very difficult to do
and also leads to a couple of major swing compensations.
The golfer seen with a very straight looking left arm are golfers
like Michelle Wei and Ernie Els who happen to be double
Jointed. This allows the arm to hold a very straight position
at the top of the backswing. Golfers like Jordan Spieth have
a very Bowed left arm at the top of the backswing. If your
arm is too straight and stiff on the take away it can lead to
a sway or a reverse pivot. So rather let the backswing be
as natural as possible and when taking the club head back
allow it to take your left arm into best position at the top of
the swing.
3. Bend your Knees. This Myth Plays a huge part in limiting
golfers to turn back properly and also effect the movement
through the ball. Golfers who bend the knees too much
usually stand too upright with the spine. When they take
a golf swing the shoulders will really struggle to turn. The
golfer usually will compensate by dipping into a better
posture but then can really make a mess of coming back
down to the ball. When Golfers bend the knees too much
they also tend to sit back on their heels. This is a very unathletic position which limits both balance and mobility. So
rather bend from the hips as the professionals tend to do
and FLEX your knees into a comfortable position and this
will lead to better turn on the backswing and much better
movement through the ball on the way to a great finish.
4. Aim your Feet. This myth is a common one as we always
get asked where are you aiming (with your feet). This is
bizarre as our feet do not come into contact with the ball.
The Club Head does so that has the biggest influence on
where the ball goes. The feet do play a part in direction of
the shot but very indirectly. The feet allow the body to move
and thus transfer weight and energy for the shot at hand.
The transfer of weight keeps the club head going in the
intended direction it was set up in. So rather get caught up
in the aiming of the club head (and maybe the shoulders)
when you line up a golf shot and then allow the feet to be in
the best position so you can move well with the swing that
you are about to make for that shot.
So start the new decade with simple and attainable golf goals
and remember the basic’s that are the foundation to better
golf. If unsure then contact your local PGA professional and
have a great 2020.
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Head Teaching Professional | Country Club Johannesburg
john@discksongolf.co.za | 082 990 7201
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CHECK-UP FROM
THE NECK UP
NERVOUS EXCITEMENT
In the year 1900 the last surviving member of the Yana Tribe was taken by a Professor Kroeber to live at the University of California’s museum to teach the anthropologist
about their language and culture. Ishi had to go with Kroeber by train, a thing that his people only saw a few times at a distance and that they described as “monstrous” and
a demon that ate humans.. At San Francisco station Ishi was petrified but didn’t require much coaxing to board the train. The professor wondered how he found the courage
to get on board in spite of being so terrified. Ishi answered, “My life has taught me to be more curious than afraid.”
Most emotions are self-imposed. It is your interpretation of the event that creates the emotion, not the event itself. This is particularly true of anxiety, which is an emotion that
imagines a disastrous future and creates negative mind images of catastrophes that don’t exist yet. Emma Stone, Oscar winning actress and a sufferer of anxiety attacks,
describes how her brain would zoom “30 steps ahead to the worst case scenario” during anxiety.
I’m always amazed to see two golfers on the same first tee of the same tournament and the one looks like a rabbit caught in the headlights, whilst the other one is calm and
confident. Both see the challenge as important, but the anxious one anticipates possible failure and misfortune, whilst the excited one enjoys the challenge of the moment.
The interesting thing is that the feelings
of anxiety and excitement in the “big,
moment” are identical when it comes to
their physical effects: increased heartrate, butterflies in the stomach adrenalin
release and according to a study by
Crews at Arizona State University, similar
EEG increases in brain activity. What
makes the difference is how the person
interprets these signals. With anxiety the
thoughts are on possible failure, whilst
with excitement the thoughts are on
keen anticipation and curious interest.
The great Muhammed Ali once said
that obviously he feels anxious before a
big fight, but he turns it into excitement
and energetic zest for the fight. Crews
said, “Players who perform well under
pressure have as much anxiety as those
who choke.” What makes the difference
is how they manage it. Dr Jim Loehr found
that successful performers interpreted
anxiety as positive excitement, enjoyed
the feeling and found it pleasurable.
Unsuccessful performers saw the same
feeling as unpleasant, as a source of stress
and weakening. The same emotional and
physical experience interpreted differently
leads to different results.
Here are a few tips to manage
nervous excitement:
• Learn to enjoy and love the pressure.
Say to yourself what Jack Nicklaus
always said to himself under pressure:
“Enjoy the challenge!” Ask yourself,
“What am I excited about?”
• Say to yourself, “It’s just a feeling.”.
In the final analysis, it is just an internal
feeling, nothing else. Tom Kite once said
that you can still make a 6-foot putt in
spite of feeling anxious. You can still get
it on the fairway in spite of butterflies in
the tummy. The ball, club, grass and cup
are all neutral, without emotion, so just
get back to “What’s the best way to
get the ball to the hole?”
• Bobby Jones observed how “fearing
leads to steering”, so “trust, release
and let go” is always the best antidote
for anxiety and the impulse to steer.
Make sure that your swing thought
or swing feel has some form of
release in it. This will counteract the
impulse to steer, born from anxiety.
• Emma Stone imagines a little anxious
green monster on one shoulder speaking
in her ear and telling her things that are
not true. Every time she listens to it, it
grows bigger, but if she turns her head,
becomes fully occupied with what she
is doing, in the present moment, she
doesn’t give the little monster the credit
it deserves and it shrinks down and
fades away.
• A golf course is purposefully full of
hazards – anxiety-producing elements.
This is an ideal opportunity to overcome
anxiety and find courage. Be more
curious than afraid!

- DR DEON VAN ZYL
deon@dvanzyl.co.za
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Clinical Psychologist and former Associate
Professor at the University of Pretoria. He’s
been working in the field of Golf Psychology
since the early 1980’s, and assisted many of
our top golfers and teams.
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SUBSCRIBE AND WIN!
We are giving away a dozen Bridgestone
Golfballs to one lucky subscriber of the
Tee and Sandwedges Newsletter.
*visit www.teeandsandwedges.co.za to subscribe
*By entering our competition you give permission to receive communication from Tee
and Sandwedges. Winner will be announced on our Facebook Page at the end of the month.
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VP WGSA

SARAH BRAUDE

PRESIDENT WGSA

PLAYED AT SELBORNE GOLF ESTATE

SALLY GREASLEY

2019 SA WOMEN’S MID-AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP

and the players were treated to a dry and almost
sunny day on the beautiful Selborne golf course.
This was the first time Vicki had competed in
the Mid-Amateur but having won the Western
Province Ackerman Championship the week
before, she was in a confident mood. Watched by
her parents and a large group of supporters, she
sank her last putt on the 18th and with a round of
78 took the trophy. Gina da SIlva, also playing in
her first National Mid-Amateur, came second with
Sonja Bland, the Senior Trophy winner, following
closely behind.

The SA Women’s Mid-Amateur Championship
is the last national event on the annual WGSA
fixture list. This Championship was first added
to the fixture list in 2009 and for the first three
years was played at Kingswood Golf Club. In the
intervening years it has moved around the country
to golf clubs such as Graceland, Irene, Kimberley,
Krugersdorp and this year Selborne Golf Estate
was the host club.

The tournament caters for the majority of women
golfers and is divided into three divisions:
• Championship Division: Handicap Index 6.5
& under and playing 54 holes Stroke Play
• Silver (B) Division: Handicap Index 6.6 – 15.3
and playing 54 holes Stroke Play
• Bronze (C) Division: Handicap Index 15.4 – 24.3
and playing 54 holes Individual Stableford
When the tournament was first started, the
minimum entry age was 35, but to keep with
International Mid-Amateur Championships, the
minimum age was reduced in 2018 to 30. There is
also a Senior Trophy for players aged 50 and over.

Selborne Golf Estate proved to be a very popular
destination with an original entry of 96 players,
although that was whittled down to 91 players before
the tournament started due to injuries and personal
reasons. The Championship kicked off on Sunday
with a welcome cocktail party at the Selborne
Hotel. Unfortunately, mother nature was wreaking
havoc across Kwazulu-Natal and the first round
had to be cancelled due to torrential rain and gale
force winds. According to the greenkeeper, the
area had received over 96 millimetres of rain over
two days, rendering the course unplayable. But
not to be deterred, the players who were staying
on the estate and in the coastal holiday town,
either went sightseeing, relaxed, played bridge
or joined in with a quiz game in the afternoon
organised by Selborne.

It was a nostalgic win for Vicki. “My dad got me
started when I was about 10, but I wasn’t really
interested in golf then. He was the one who
convinced me to join them in a competition at
Strand Golf Club when I was 22. I really enjoyed
myself and agreed to go on a mini-golf tour with
him, my mom and my brother, said Traut.
“Our first stop was Selborne and it was here that
the bug really bit me. My mom inspired me to
start playing golf seriously, and now here I am,
holding the trophy. This is very, very special.”
Kerry-Ann Murgatroyd from Centurion Golf Club
came from six shots off the pace after Round
1, to win the Silver (B) Division. In the Bronze
(C) division, Janine Meyburgh (Cathedral Peak)
secured the win by 1 point. For the full results go
to www.golfrsa.com

SA WOMENS MID-AM 2019 BRONZE (C) DIVISION
Play started bright and early on Tuesday morning
and despite some soggy areas on the fairways,
the greens were in perfect condition. After the first
round Vicki Traut, from Erinvale Golf Club, was in
prime position having shot a par round 72 closely
followed by Sonja Bland, Gina da Silva, Heather
Kruger and Vanessa Smith.
But there is a time to forget about golf and on
Tuesday evening everyone was invited to a social
braai hosted by WGSA. The golf club added a DJ
to the mix and the floor was very soon crowded with
ladies showing they can not only play the game, but
can also revel in social events off the course.

“We were absolutely delighted with the entry
to this year’s SA Mid-Amateur Championship.
With a maximum handicap index of 24.3, players
of all abilities can enjoy a competitive event
but combine it with social events to make new
friends and catch up with old ones” said Sally
Greasley, President of Womens Golf South Africa.
“WGSA introduced a ranking system in 2018
and players receive ranking points not only from
competing in the national and provincial MidAmateur Championships, but also when playing
in provincial open championships.
Last year
Liezl Smit, who was unable to play in this year’s
National event due to an overseas commitment,
topped the Mid-Amateur rankings at the end
of the year. Nina Grey, who was also unable to
compete this year, tops the WGSA Mid-Amateur
rankings in 2019 but by only 1.5 points with Liezl
Smit and Sandra Winter tied in 2nd place.“
- SALLY GREASLEY

Vicki Traut went out on Wednesday morning
determined to hold on to her lead in the
Championship Division. Luckily the weather held
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